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Chapter-4 Air Compressors 
Compressed air system          production          distribution           treatment               

end user                                         air compressor                  ႈ(production) 
                      Compressor         compressed air system                  (heart)      
                               compressed a                            

Compressed air system             compressor                                           
                   (capacity)         (pressure)             (horse power)                 
                  (duty cycle)    ႔    air compressor                                   

 
           ႈ                              pressure range     6 bar(87 psi)    10 bar(145 psi) 

                                                                compressed air system          
                ႔                                    
            compressed air system        
                                     
(၁)                      
(၂)             (installation) 
(၃)                      
(၄)                        (maintenance) 

                                      
                       

 
    ၄-၁ Air Compressor 

၄.၁                                                    (Useful Energy Output) 
                              = ၇၆ % 
                                      = ၁၂% 
                                 = ၁၂%    ႔          

   (၄-၂)     Compressed air system                      ႈ   ႈ                      
Compressed air            (production)           ႔     (distribution)                              
     ႈ   ႈ                           -              (၁၀၀)   (100HP)                             
compressed air system                                                (9HP)      compressed 
air                                      (၉၁         (91 HP)           ႈ                

Heat of compression       80 HP      ႈ              
Dryer           3 HP       ႈ             
     (filter)                      ႈ    (leaks)      6 HP      ႈ             
Pneumatic        ႈ        (mechanical energy)                        9 HP      ႈ             

                 ႔                    (၉      (9HP)                                (useful energy 
output)                             -             (၅၀)   (50HP)       compressor          ႔      

                              (capacity)              (pressure)    ႔                                 
          Air compressor                      (pressure)                        compressor 
         ႈ   (capac                                    
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         ႈ   (one                                                                       (၈၆၀၀) 
   ႔                  

 
    ၄-၂ Compressed air                                             useful energy output  

 
    ၄-၃  Compressed air               ႈ  ႈ                      

၄.၂ Compressor                

  
2-stage Oil-free compressor                                      Oil-lubricated compressor 

Compressed air system                     ႈ               system                 
                                  ၁၀%   ႔   compressed air          ႔                           
                                     ႔        compressed air                                   
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          (direct drive electric tool)    ႔                                                 
(hydraulic tools)                                             ႈ            (energy efficiency      ) 
                 

  
Reciprocating compressor       Oil-free screw compressor      

  
Oil-free reciprocating compressor Oil-lubricated compressor 

  
Oil-free screw compressor      Oil-flooded screw compressor 

  
Vane compressor                  

             
Oil-free screw compressor                 

             
    ၄-၄                compressor      
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Compressor                                                    
(၁) Compress               (stage)           single-stage   2-stage       multi-stage     

                    

(၂)               (cooling method)       medium            air cooled   water cooled       oil-
cooled                            

(၃)                           (drive type)                                   (engine driven)           
                       (motor driven)                          (turbine driven)           ႔      
           (steam driven)                            

(၄)                       (lubrication method)           splash lubricated    ႔      forced 
lubrication    ႔      oil-free compressor                            Oil-Free compressed air 
system       lubricated compressed air system                                 

(၅)                            (service pressure)           low pressure   medium pressure   
high pressure                            

(၆)                                         (stationary) compressor                            
(protable    ႔      mobile) compressor                            

    ႈ                              compressed air      ႔    ႈ           (purification 
requirements)                compressed air system                               ႔    ႈ 
(purity)                    air treatment                      (quality)                
     Compressor               (types)                                                         
         

 
    ၄-၅                compressor                                              
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    ႈ                              air compressor              ႈ   (capacity range)    
              

Compressor                Free Air Delivery                   
Reciprocating Compressor(single stage) 50 CFM     
Reciprocating Compressor (two stage)  50 CFM    600 CFM     
Screw Compressors  150 CFM    2500 CFM     
Centrifugal Compressors 2000 CFM    4000 CFM     

 
    ၄-၆                compressor                                              

Compressor       efficiency                                 Specific energy 
consumption                             (1 m3)                                              
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Compressor       Efficiency       Capacity      ႈ                       

Description 
Capacity 
(m3/min) 

Specific Energy 
Consumption(kWh/m3) 

Part Load efficiency 

Lubricated piston 
0.12 - 1.5 0.141 Good 
1.5 - 15.0 0.118 Good 
15.0 - 60.0 0.100 Excellent 

Non-lubricated piston 

0.12 - 1.5 0.153 Good 

1.5 - 15.0 0.129 Good 

15.0 - 60.0 0.112 Excellent 

Oil-injected vane/ 
screw 

0.12 - 1.5 0.141 Poor 

1.5 - 15.0 0.124 Fair 

15.0 - 60.0 0.112 Fair 

Non-lubricated 
toothed rotor/screw 

1.5 - 15.0 0.119 Good 

15.0 - 60.0 0.106 Good 

60.0 - 120.0 0.106 Good 

Non-lubricated 
centrifugal 

15.0 - 60.0 0.124 Good 

60.0 - 120.0 0.106 Excellent 
Over 120.0 0.100 Excellent 

၄.၂.၁                             Compressor                                       

Compressor                Capacity (m3/h) Pressure (bar) 
From To From To 

Roots blower compressor single stage 100 30000 0.1 1 
Reciprocating 

– Single / Two stage 100 12000 0.8 12 
– Multi stage 100 12000 12 700 

Screw 
– Single stage 100 2400 0.8 13 
– Two stage 100 2200 0.8 24 
Centrifugal 600 300000 0.1 450 

Air Compressor               ႔  specific power consumption              (disadvantages) 
                   (advantages)                   
Compressor               (Advantages)            (Disadvantages) 
Reciprocating 
Efficiency:  
(7.8 – 8.5 
kW/m3/min) 

-                                 
-                    
-                     
-                   (initial cost)           
-                                           

-              
-                                 
-System                   
              
-            foundation 
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-M    -                e                  
-Compression                        

           
                                 
                    

Screw 
Efficiency:  
(6.4 -7.8 
kW/m3/min) 
 

-                                    
-                   
-                  ႈ                     
-                  
-                     
-       ႈ(vibration)                 
-                                  
-V                                    
-T                   

-           (air quality) 
         
 

Vane -                                    
-                   
-                  ႈ                     
-                  

-            capacity         
           
-            (air quality) 
         

Centrifugal 
Efficiency:  
(5.8 – 7 
kW/m3/min) 

-Energy e                   
-Capacity                     
-                
-           (                         
 

-                    (initial cost) 
          
-Low capacity      efficiency 
        
-                           
           ႈ                
-Water-cooled               

 
    ၄-၇ Compressor capacity and pressure limitations 
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Air C                        ႔                                            
                                (Characteristics) 

Reciprocating 

-                 ႈ           
-                                  
               
-                    (c       
                             

-       ႈ           
-                    
-              
-                                 
-                                 
          

  
Vane 
  

-                           
-                  
-                     

-                                  
-                              (Oil 
residues in the air) 

  
Screw (oil 
injected) 
  

-                           
-                  
-                   
-                  ႈ            
         
-                     

-                                   
(Oil residues in the air) 
  

  
Screw (oil 
free) 
  

-                           
-                  
-                   
-                  ႈ            
         
-                     

-                                
           air t         
                            
  

  
Centrifugal 
  

-Energy e                   
-Capacity                      
-                 

-           ႈ                  
             
                           

Scroll -Oil free                     -Energy efficiency             

Rotary tooth 
-Oil free                     -                              

           

၄.၂.၂                           (Type of Cooling) 
Air compressor                                (air)    (water)    ႔            (oil) 

   ႔                                       Air cooler         air-cooled compressor           ၌လည္း 
                      ႔           ၌                      

Water-cooled compressor                                                              
compressor                                       (1 HP)      2,000    2,500 Btu/hr    ႔ 
   (heat)             ႔       (reject)         
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         (ambient air       compressor                                air-cooled 

compressor                                 Compressor   cylinder head      fin          
                                  ႈ(heat transfer)             (                              Duty 
cycles 50%    75%             air-cooled unit                                Water-cooled 
compressor          water jacket         cylinder head                                       
(water cooled)                         (air cooled)                             

                         (type of cooling)       compressor                        
         
Air Cooled Compressors –      (Fan)                                     ႔                      
                       Cooling efficiency                        ႈ   (capacity)         
compressor     ၌                                
Water Cooled Compressors - Heavy duty    ႔                               (continuous 
applications) compressor                                (water cooling system)                   
                cooling efficiency                  
Water Cooling  

                        (continuous operation) air compressor                       
(heat of compression)                        heat of compression     after-cooler       oil cooler 
                                                 

Inter-cooler   cylinder jacket       aftercooler    ႔၌               (cooling water)     
      compressor                      compressed air                                        
     ႔(moisture)                                                     

Compressor                  (cooling water)                           flow switch         
                       (cooling water)                       flow switch              
                             compressor                                       

Liquid seal            rotary compressor       aftercooler       cooling water            
       (series)                                                   (compressor manufacturer)  
               (recommendations)                                                      ႔               

Cooling system component             ၌                                                     
              (fouling)   ႔                    piping system          strainer         ႔      filter 
                    Inter-coolers   cylinder jackets       aftercoolers                            
                          

၄.၂.၃ Heat Dissipation  
Inter-cooler       cylinder jacket           aftercooler                     cooling water 

                                           

                   (   )   
                  (   )                    

          
 

 

Water-Cooled compressor         Air-Cooled compressor                     
    ႔                                                   
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Where: 
• GPM =  allons of water flow per minute 
• BHP = air compressor brake horsepower 
• H        ipation = value from table below                                       )  
• ΔT    ႔      T-rise = °F, water temperature rise 
                                                B                              
  Single Stage  

(Btu/minute per BHP total) 
Two Stages  

(Btu/minute per BHP total) 
Inter-cooler None 20 
Cylinder Jacket 15 5 
Aftercooler 26 17 

         (cylinder) inlet port                    (condensation)                         
  (cooling water)                                           ႔                 15°F              
                 15°F                     inter-cooler      ႔                               
cylinder jacket          ႔                                                   cylinder jacket 
         ႔                          ႈ   )                          Compressor                
(manufacturer)                            ႈ   )                  

၄.၂.၄                             Duty Cycle) 
                       ၁%    ၁၀၀%                                          (duty 

cycle)                                                                                       
       compresso                                d                                    duty 
                                           ၃၀%      compressor                           
           ၇၀%                                    

 

     Duty cycle                                          (time)    
           50% duty cycle         compressor             
                                                                         
                                          50%                                 
                         100                       

                                         ၌   (၄)                 (4 CFM/HP)     32.65 
CFM                                                compressor   power     16.32 HP 
         (8.16 HP        )  [32.65 CFM ÷ 4 CFM/HP] ÷ 50% duty cycle = 16.32 HP          

Rot                              duty cycle    ႔      duty factor                      
                   r                               (၂၄)                                 
                                                                      (maintenance)              
                   

   ႔                                                                compressor         
                                         d                          C                       
duty           ၅၀                                (၁၀)                     (၁၀)        ႔              
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           C                                                                                
                                            overheat)                                          
           compressor                                        

         ႔                                           demand)           ႈ    capacity) 
                                         storage tank)                              C          
                                        storage tank)     c                               
          Reciprocating compressor     continuous duty (100% duty cycle                             
                                          (                double acting                            
                    ) Reciprocating compressor           On/Off control            Load/Unload 
control                           Two-step control         compressor     Start/S                 
   ႔      Load/Unload                     

Non-Lubricated Compressor       Lubricated Compressor    ႔                  
Non Lubricated Compressor Lubricated Compressor 

                                      (filter) 
                                   

Lubricated c                    
       

                                                             

                                                   
             ႈ                          
               

                               c          
                   

Non Lubricated Compressor          
              

     ႈ                                  

           ႈ                           filter)                  ႔            
         

                                        
                               multistage 
compression                  

                                     
            ႈ                             

                    ႈ                   
         

 

၄.၂.၅ Air Compressor               ႔  Efficiency      
Air cooled reciprocating compressor                         (initial cost)       

            ႔     efficiency          

 

Two-stage reciprocating compressor         single stage compressor              
                      Lubricated compressor         non-lubricated compressor      
        efficien                 ႔     compressed air   ၌                                 
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Displacement Compressor      
Displacement compressor                ႔(gas)    ႔                                  
(enclosed volume)          ႔                       (volume)                                
                                                        

      (lubricating oil)                compressor                              
       oil aerosol            ႔(oil vapour)                                               oil aerosol       
     ႔(oil vapour)   ႔    compressor                   ႔       (rejected h                         
      (c               )          (solid)        ႔                                         
                            (down stream)၌       valve                ႔                        
                ႈ                    ႔                 

Air Compressor       Efficiency       ႈ                       

 Reciprocating Rotary Screw Centrifugal 

 Air 
cooled 

Water 
cooled 

Water 
cooled 

Lubricated Lubricated Non- 
Lubricated 

<250 
HP 

Units Single-
Stage 

Single-
Stage 

Two-
Stage 

Single-
Stage 

Two-Stage Two-Stage 
 

BHP per 
100 CFM 

26-32 25 19-22 23-26 20-22 20-26 22-27 

kW per  
100 CFM 

22-27 21 16-18 19-22 17-18 17-22 18-22 

      (lubricant oil)         ႈ        ႈ      ႔    ႈ   ႔                        ႈ             
(industries)     oil free air compressor                                               compressed 
air                                                        Compressor               
               ႔                                  (sludge)            ႔                         
                       component                             
Lubricated System 

Compressor                            ႈ                            (moving p      
                                        ႈ(friction)                                                  
      (lubricant oil)                  Rotary screw            compressor            (lubricant 
oil)                                seal              ႔               ႈ(c            
                                        (heat of compression)                         

 
      (lubricant oil)          (bearing)                                  

       ႔ ႈ(l                                  lubricated rotary screw compressor       high-

      (lubricant oil)          ႈ(viscosity)    c                                    
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efficiency purification system    ႔                        ႈ             ႔          ႔       
compressed air                                              oil free            compressed a   
               ႔        

Compressor          ႈ   (capacity)    Free Air Delivery (CFM    ႔                          
                  Cubic Feet per Minute(CFM)                  compress                 
                              Free Air Delivery(                                          
compressor                               

 Compressed air                  system                     ႈ(air leak)            
                    (working pressure)                                          (filter)            
          ႔                       ႔                      ႈ              ၁၀%    ၂၀%                        

                     control               compressor                                     
           (storage receiver)                                   air dryer       filter                  
                          ႈ                             

Compressor                      positive displacement                  dynamic            
                                        

 
၄.၃ Reciprocating Air Compressor      

Reciprocating air compressor         positive displacement machine                
      (cylinder)                      (piston)                            (pressure)          
                      

                                            (textile industry)     reciprocating            
compressor                                       ႔            screw compressor         
                                                                  Screw            
compressor         reciprocating            compressor                           ႈ          
Energy efficient                                                    (1 m3 per min) ႈ    
             reciprocating compressor                         7.8kW    8.5kW             Screw 
compressor                         6.4kW    7.8kW    ႔               

           ႈ                          centrifugal            compressor                     
                         compressor                                          compressor 
                                                                                                           
                                                Compressor                                
                      Discharge Pressure                                       ႈ   (Flow)    
                                    

 

Reciprocating       Rotary air compressor    ႔    “P         isplacement”        
                  compressor                “Centrifugal Compressor”       “Axial 
Compressor”    ႔    “Dynamic”                         compressor                 

Compressor          ႈ   (air flow)         ႈ   (speed)                                
     ႈ   (                        ႈ   (air flow)          
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Reciprocating compressor          
(၁) Piston                           single acting operation       double-acting operation     

                
(၂) Compress               (stage)                 single-stage configuration       multi-stage 

configuration                    
(၃)                                               (air cooling)                          (water 

cooling)                    
(၄)                                           lubricated       non lubricated(oil free)                

     

Vertical            reciprocating compressor       capacity range     50 CFM    150 
CFM                Horizational balcance-opposed compressor   capaity range     200 CFM    
5000 CFM                
Reciprocating compressor         configuration 
                                                    
configuration         
( ) Horizontal 
( ) Vertical 
( ) Horizatianal Balcance-Opposed       
(ဃ) Tandem              
 

                                         
                                
(၁) In-line compressors, 
(၂  “V”-shaped compressors  
(၃) Tandem piston compressors  
(၄) Single-acting compressors 
(၅) Double-acting compressors       
(၆) Diaphragm compressors    ႔          

 
    ၄-၈( ) Reciprocating air compressor      

                       air compressor                       ၌ ပါ                   
                                        (oil free) compressor         instrumentation       
                   Process                                                Non-Lubricated (Oil 
Free) compressor                       specific power consumption(kW/CFM)               
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                                   (single cylinder) reciprocating compressor         air 
cooled                                          (multi cylinder) reciprocating compressor         
water cooled                             

   
In-line compressors “V”-shaped Diaphragm 

    ၄-၈( ) Reciprocating air compressor      

Water cooled system         air cooled system              energy e                    
               (high pressure)              two stage                    Two stage           
discharge air          (temperature)    140°C(401°F)    160°C(                Single stage    
        discharge air          (temperature)    205°C(284°F)    240°C(                Multi 
stage compressor                               ၌                             (differential 
Pressure)                     compressor   component                       (valves)       
piston ring                           (stress)          

 
    ၄-၈( ) Reciprocating air compressor      
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    ၄-၉ Mechanical diaphragm compressor                    Diaphragm   ႈ       ႈ(movement) 
    crankshaft                   crankshaft       diaphragm                                      

  
    ၄-၁၀ P            ႔                     
    valve seat                              
compressed air                      ႔ 
                       

    ၄-၁၁ P              ႔                 
            ၌                          
                          ႔                  

 
Clearance Area 

Clearance area            (piston)       ၌       top dead centre       bottom edge of 
the valve                                    

   
Intake Compression Clearance area 

    ၄-၁၂ C = Clearance area ; S = Stroke ;  R = Re-expansion 
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    ၄-၁၃ Reciprocating Compressor  

Single-acting compressor                 (piston)                             
             (                                ) Double-acting compressor         piston     
                                                                                 

 

 

 

    ၄-၁၄ Theoretical process     ၄-၁၅ Actual Pressure/Volume diagram 

     ႔     double-acting compressor                                                  
unbalanced force             ႔                                   foundation       support               
        (၄-၁၄)         (piston)compressor        (self-acting valves          )                  
              P        V                       Theoretical process            

                               double-acting compressor     single-acting 
compressor                               Double-acting compressor     single-acting 
compressor                        double-acting compressor                                 
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   (၄-၁၅)     Piston compressor                ႔                  actual pressure/ volume 
diagram                          (inlet side)၌                    ႈ(pressure drop)       
        ၌         over               ႈ                         actual pressure/volume 
diagram                          (cylinder)     ႔             (filling)                   (emptying) 
   ႔                loss                       

၄.၃.၁ Compression Stage 
Air compressor         single stage compression    ႔                                  

              Discharge pressure     80 psig(5.5 bar)               multiple stages compressor 
                            Multi stage compressor         stage                  stage       
          compressed air                                            energy efficiency           
       Stage                   stage            compressed air                 
     ႔    (moisture)                      

၄.၃.၂           ႔   ႔            (Multistage Compression) 
Multistage compression                        
(၁)                (cylinder)                                  (cylinder)               ႔ 

              (                       compressed air                               
(၂)            flywheel                         -                                     ႈ     

     
(၃)  Mechanical balance               Uniform torque             

(၄)                    ၌           (l                         volumetric efficiency             
           

(၅)       (compress)                           (power)                      

(၆)       ႈ             (h                                

(၇)              (                               lubrication               

(၈)                   (cylinder)                                           ႈ(leakage)          

 
    ၄-၁၆ Multi Stage Compressor and Inter-coolers 

Compressor   capacity (RPM                                                              
       ၌ high compression ratio                              ႈ(power input)                     -
                      multi-staging compressor                         
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                         (stages)       ၌      ႈ   (speed)            Compressor 
           volumetric efficiency             (first stage)   volumetric efficiency       
                 (first stage)   ႔                                         stage        ႔ 
                                                    (              -                  
               

Stage                        (work input)        stage      compress           
                                   Stage                  air flow                 (stage) 
            ၌ work input                                 compression ratio                            
          

   (၄-၁၇)      compression                   (two stage)                       shaded area 
                       (work saved)          Single-stage unit           (inlet)   
          (discharge)                     compress                          95 psi 
(6.5bar)                   (pressure range)                compress        (single stage  
operation          )            

 

        Multi-stage unit                
(inlet)             (discharge)           
            (          ) compress           
           (stage)                 ႔           
                                        
compress                        (work)      
                       
               100    175 psig (10bar    12bar) 
                           -                
                   Three-stage reciprocating 
compressor               250 psig (13.8 bar) 
                      (compress)            
        

    ၄-၁၇ Two stages compressor 

 
 
Drive                

Air compressor                       (electric motor)    ႔             (engine)    ႔      
         ႔(steam)    ႔                                              ႈ        (industrial)          
                              air compressor                        ႔             

        (heavy-duty)                                                              ၌            
        (mobile) air compressor                         ႔             (                            

          multiple stage unit          single stage unit                                    
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၄.၃.၃ Reciprocating Compressor                                           
Single-Acting, Air-Cooled Reciprocating Air Compressors 

              (Advantages) 
(၁)                              

(၂)                                           

(၃)  Unloaded                                            

(၄)                                                                         ႈ           

(၅)         cooling system                         

(၆)                              

(၇)                                       

(၈)                                       ႈ                         

               (Disadvantages) 
(၁)                         ႔                                      

(၂)             

(၃)                       (operating cost)         

(၄)                                                                                               

(၅)                                                       receiver                           
         ႔                      ႔                                 efficient           

(၆)                efficiency      22    24 kW/100 CFM                

(၇)                                                 

Double-Acting Water-Cooled Reciprocating Air Compressors 
             (Advantages) 
(၁) Multi-stage compressor     သည္ single stage compressor     ပုိ၍ e                     

(၂)                                          

(၃)  Unloaded                                ႔               

(၄)                              

(၅)                                       

(၆)  Three-step(0%-50%-100%)    ႔      five-step(0%-25%-50%75%-100%)       
       ႈ   (capacity)control                                   part-load e                     

(၇)                           ႈ                       

               (Disadvantages) 
(၁) Rotary air compressor                           

(၂)                                               

(၃)                                                               ႔                         
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(၄)        ႈ                                    foundation                 

(၅)                                             Flywheel                         

(၆)                                                                 

(၇)               efficiency      15    16 kW/100 CFM(single-stage)                

၄.၄ Rotary Air Compressors  
Rotary compressor          piston                              rotor           

           ႔                   prime mover                                               
reciprocating compressor        ႈ                                ၌            torque               
     ႈ              (high s                                 reciprocating compressor        ႈ              
       ႈ   (air output)           

Rotary compressor                                                          ႈ   (failure 
rate)                    foundation                      ႈ(vibration)                
                                                            
(၁) Screw compressor      (၃)  Lobe compressor       

(၂) Vane type compressor       (၄) Scroll compressor                 

Rotary air compressor         positive displacement compressor                
              rotary air compressor                    5HP    900 HP                  
Rotary screw compressor         lubricated                                                dry 
(oil free)                                 ႔    ႈ                                       
        

 
    ၄-၁၈ screw compressor                               (Pressure ranges) 
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Rotary Screw Compressor              
              - Intake( 1 )  

                    (inlet aperture)                 (rotor) screw           
     ႔                  

  

   
    ၄-၁၉ Intake ( 1 ) Compression ( 2 ) + ( 3 ) Discharge ( 4 ) 

              Compression ( 2 ) + ( 3 ) 
Rotor                           (inlet aperture)                                  

                                                                      lubricated            
                                                    
            Discharge ( 4 ) 
             (compression)                                                 (discharge port)    
        distribution                    ႔                 

၄.၄.၁ Oil - Cooled Rotary Helical Screw Compressors   
22 CFM    3,100 CFM                                            (oil cooled) rotary 

helical screw compressor                        Helical         screw                           
helical screw compressor                          150    400 psia            two-stage rotary-
screw compressor                                  (two stage)                     (stage) 
            compression ratio             

   ႔        rotor                                   ႈ(pressure differential across the rotor) 
               thrust-bearing                                         Two-stage unit      
                                                                              Lubricated 
compressor     ၌                      ႔                                                      
(heat of compression)                              ႔                                        
(                        ) 

   ႔                       heat exchanger       ၌   (air)    ႔        (            
                Compressor       ၌                                                  
   ႔        oil cooled rotary-screw compressor                      (maximium load)                  
                     (၂၄)                                                          

           continuous-duty air compressor             ႈ              oil - cooled rotary-screw  
Compressor                      
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(၁)                  (o                      compressor                  (internal 
temperature)                                                     compressor            
 ႈ                     (discharge air)                                  (discharge air)  
                             180°F(82°C)                      compressor        
                                                                      (discharge 
air)             ႔                                                                

(၂) Rotary                                ႈ   (speed)                               
         compressor    ၌ ပိုျမန္သည့္ speed                                      ႈ              
              ၌                                ႔        foundation            
                                                    

(၃)                                           ႈ                                  
          compressor                                        75 dB   85 dB    ႔          
                                      ႈ                                          
                                                             ႈ(vibration)          

(၄)                                                   (spare part)              
                                      ႈ                                                      
     load     “B     oad”           Rotary compressor                   base load     
                                

 
    ၄-၂၀ Screw compressor                                        

   
    ၄-၂၁ Screw compressor                                    

          Rotary screw compressor          schematic diagram                  
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Male rotor       female rotor     water-cooled compressor    (housing)               
        G                                  

 

    ၄-၂၂ 
 

1. Air filter  2. Intake valve 3. Airend 
4. Coupling  5. Motor 6. Minumum pressure valve 
7. Separator elemet  8. Blow down valve 9. Receiver tank 
10. Ball valve - drain  11. Oil filter 12. Thermal valve 
13. Oil cooler  14. Aftercooler 15. Ball valve - service line 
16. Fan  17. Pressure transmitter 18. Temperature sensor 
19. Moisture separator   

၄.၄.၂ Non - Lubricated Rotary Screw  

 

 

 

 

 

    ၄-၂၃ Oil injected screw compressor                                
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   ၄-၂၄ Rotary screw compressor                      control                         characteristic      

Non-lubricated rotary screw         “      nce-    ”                                     
                                                    (internal parts)                     
     ႔                              Compression chamber       ၌     (G                   
               Compression chamber       ၌       (lubrication oil)                       
Cylinder             water jacket                                         400 CFM    12,000 CFM 
                 oil-free rotary helical screw compressor                                    

 
    ၄-၂၅ Screw compressor                                                                    

၄.၄.၃ Screw Compressor                                            
Lubricant-Injected Rotary Screw Compressors 
              (Advantages) 
(၁)                                                     

(၂) Compressor                        

(၃)         ႈ    (V        -                                 foundation              
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(၄) System demand                   part-load capacity control                          
                                                  ႈ                         

(၅) Oil flooded(continuous inter-cooling)                                         

(၆)                               

(၇)                                                              

(၈)                  

                (Disadvantages) 
(၁) Full           -                        water-cooled reciprocating air compressor           

efficiency            
(၂)        ႔                                                                    air/lubricant 

separator                  
(၃)                efficiency      18    19  kW/100 CFM (single-stage      )                 

Two-stage compressor       efficiency      16    17 kW/100 CFM                  
(၄) Unloaded       ၌ full load power   ၄၀%    ၉၀%                         

(၅)          load                            

  
Lubricant-Free Rotary Screw Air Compressors 
              (Advantages) 
(၁) Compressor   dryer   receiver        ႔                                                    

(၂)                     (lubricant-free air)            

(၃)                  foundation                      

(၄)                  

(၅)                              

(၆)                                                              

               (Disadvantages) 
(၁)                          (lubricant-injected type)                      

(၂)                          (lubricant-injected type)         efficiency         

(၃)      ႔            Load/Unload           ႔      V         capacity control                

(၄)                          (lubricant-injected type)                                             
     

(၅)               efficiency      18    22  kW/100 CFM                (100 CFM               18 
kW    20 kW                 ) 

(၆)  Unloaded       ၌ full load power   ၄၀%    ၉၀%                          

(၇)          load                            
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၄.၅ Sliding Vane Rotary Compressors 
၄.၅.၁ Vane Compressors 

Vane compressor                            cast alloy                         Vane 
compressor                       oil lubricated                       Radial direction         
                 blade                rotor     stator husing       ၌               Rotor 
           vane                       ႔              rotor       stator          air pocket   
                                                                        ႔      vane     
           (outlet port)                         compressed air                   

Sliding vane rotary compressor                      vane                      
              vane                                      vane                              
                                                     

                      ႔          ၌                        discharge pressure    ႔ 
                        (lubricant)            ႔                          (heat of compressoion) 
                         (lubricant)    vane         ၌                           seal 
                 ႔         

 

 

     ၄-၂၆ Sliding vane rotary compressor              

Sliding vane rotary compressor                3,000 CFM    ႔                       
compressor         oil injected             oil- flooded                  oil-free type                
                                                                ႈ            ႔                           
                      foundation                          

Variable Speed Drive(VSD)       Load/Unload       adjustable rotor length            
throttling                         vane rotary compressor        control                
Variable speed drive      Part load       efficient                     
Load/unload       Part load       efficient          
Adjustable rotor length      Part load       efficient                   
Throttling               Part load       efficient               

Rotary positive displacement compressor         reciprocating compressor          
                                              (footprint)                    Screw 
compressor                                                             Reciprocating 
compressor          60% duty cycle                 duty cycle                                
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Two-stage rotary compressor          single-stage reciprocating compressor             
                      ႔     two-stage  double-acting reciprocating compressor                  
                 Rotary compressor                                                  efficiency 
                        Part load      reciprocating compressor                          

၄.၆ Scroll Compressors  
Scroll compressor     oil free(dry)            dis                              

       (volume)                                                           Scroll compressor 
                    spiral                          spiral     spiral                                       
                                                                                          
Scroll compressor                                     Air pocket                            
(pressure difference)    intet       outlet                     (pressure difference)            
                      ႈ(leakage)                            spiral     crank shaft            
              

Scroll compressor                                                                ႈ 
(vibration)               T                    (variation)                      

   
    ၄-၂၇ Scroll compressor                        element                                     

၄.၆.၁ Scroll Compressor                                           
              
(၁)                          

(၂)                      

(၃)                                                                            

(၄)                   ႈ                   

(၅)                                (Oil-free design) 

                
(၁)        ႈ   (capacity)                              

(၂)       compressor            ႈ                            

(၃)                                    ႔                                        

(၄)                                                        
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၄.၇ Tooth Compressors 
 Tooth compressor ၌ compression chamber       ၌           rotor                  
tooth compressor                                        (compress     )        

 

                  (intake)             (compression)                   (outlet) 
   ႔          Intake                            compression chamber 
      ၌                             Compression      ၌ rotor     
                       (volume)                                
           Outlet                                             ႔      
                                                  ၄-၂၈ 

Rotor    channel                 Compressed Air         compressor chamber                    
Rotor                                                                          compression 

ratio                                    (pressure)              multi stage compressor 
                      

  

             
    ၄-၂၉ Tooth compressor                                                    

၄.၈ Lobe Compressors 
Lobe compressors         “         -    ”                                          

   

    ၄-၃၀ 

Lobe compressor       impeller                                    (drive)            
                                    Compressor                                rotor       lobe    ႔ 
                                       timing gear                      

      (lubricant)     bearing       gear                                compression 
chamber          ႔                                      End cover       rotor          
                         (clearance)                     100    500 CFM         
          oil-free rotary lobe compressor                                     
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၄.၉ Liquid Ring Compressors 
 Liquid ring compressor         displacement compressor                R             
blade                           Rotor     housing   ၌ eccentrically                
Housing                                    Blade wheel      ၌            (volume)    
                            

၄.၁၀ Dynamic Compressors 
    -                                                            

(၁) Centrifugal compressors        
(၂) Axial flow compressors    ႔          

 Dynamic compressor         axial               radial                                        Radial 
            turbo    ႔      radial turbo                 Axial             centrifugal compressor 
                  
 

 

Dynamic compressor                    (performance)                             
                   (inlet pressure)                                  ႈ   (capacity)        
                   Centrifugal compressor                                                     
          impeller       (center)          ႔                    blade                      
centrifugal fo                    ႔                                                 diffuser    ႔      
volute       ၌ Kinetic Energy(K.E)   Potential Energy(P.E)   ႔                (                   
       Pressure ratio      compressor                                   

 

   ႔        compression stage                           inter-cooling                    
                (6 stages) Centrifugal compressor         25bar      (pressure)            
                 ႔            Impeller         stainless steel alloy    ႔      aluminium       
              Centrifugal compressor       shaft speed           compressor       shaft 
speed                 15,000 RPM    100,000 RPM                

၄.၁၁ Axial Compressor 

Centrifugal compressor                     ႈ                                     (shaft) 
                     seal                      Shaft seal                                
              shift seal                        ႔              

Dynamic compressor                    (constant pressure)                  
Displacement compressor                ႈ         (constant flow)                  

Centrifugal compressor                   ႈ(power comsumption)                   
(inlet temperature                                        (inlet t                    
                ႈ(power consumption)                 
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( ) Labyrinth seal 
( ) Ring seal 
( ) Mechanical seal       
(ဃ) Hydrostatic seal    ႔         

Capacity         Axial 
compressor                    
Centrifugal compressor               
                Constant high volume 
              Axial compressor         
               Gas turbine                 
Axial compressor       pressure ratio 
    (၆)                  ၄-၃၁ Dual-spool axial-flow compressor 

၄.၁၂ Centrifugal Air Compressors  

 

 

 
    ၄-၃၂ Centrifugal compressor integral gear and impellers  

              

        
    ၄-၃၃ Inlet guide vanes     ၄-၃၄ Centrifugal Air Compressor 

 Centrifugal compressor         dynamic compressor                Dynamic 
compressor         oil free compressor                          impeller                    
         (velocity)    ႔      Kinetic Energy(K.E)                           

         velocity energy    pressure energy         ႔                 Impeller၌ pressure 
energy          ႔                         pressure energy                   ႈ       diffuser       
volute       ၌               velocity energy    pressure energy                         
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               (low pressure)                     (high volume)                
             centrifugal compressor                        600 HP              centrifugal 
compressor                      Centrifugal compressor         oil-free                
                          (oil)                      

Centrifugal compressor                    capacity   ၈၀%              
compressed air                  ႔             “Blow-O  ”                            ႔ “Blow-
O  ”                 ႔      compressed air                  ႔ vent                          
                           ႔        centrifugal compressor         base-load compressor              
                  Base-load compressor                                                          
compressor                          Centrifugal compressor         full load efficiency 
                      base-load compressor                                          ၁၀၀  
                                     

Rotor shortening            Variable Speed Drive(VSD)                    efficient 
unloading               reciprocating compressor    ႔      screw compressor     trim compressor 
                                                  load     base-load compressor   capacity 
               ၌                              compressor                               

Centrifugal compressor      inlet valve    ႔      inlet guide vane       capacity     
                   rotary screw compressor          inlet valve                                capacity     
                                        ႔                                                 Centrifugal 
compressor   maximum capacity     ၇၅% - ၈၀%               throttling           s     
                  Surge           compress                    compressor          ႔         
                                               ႈ                                                   
                  

၄.၁၂.၁ Centrifugal Compressor                                           
             (Advantages) 
(၁)                 200 HP    500 HP                centrifugal air compressor                

(၂)                      ႈ                     

(၃)                      (lubricant-free air)            

(၄)                 foundation                      

(၅)                                                            

               (Disadvantages) 
(၁)     ႔            modulation      capacity control               

(၂) Rotational speed                                         bearing                     
        Vibrations       clearances                                   

(၃)                              inter-cooling                 
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(၄)                                                                

(၅) Screw compressor           efficiency            

(၆)               efficiency      16    20 kW/100 CFM               ( 100 CFM               20 
kW                 ) 

            (sea level)                                 volumetric e                       
                                     

Effect of Altitude on Volumetric Efficiency 
Altitude Meters Barometric 

Pressure milli bar* 
Percentage Relative Volumetric 

Efficiency Compared with Sea Level 
At 4 bar At 7 bar 

Sea level 1013 100% 100% 
500 945 98.7% 97.7% 
1000 894 97% 95.2% 
1500 840 95.5% 92.7% 
2000 789 93.9% 90.0% 
2500 737 92.1% 87.0% 
* 1 milli bar = 1.01972 x 10-3 kg/cm2 

   ႔                    (sea level)                 Volumetric Efficiency                    
 

  

    ၄-၃၅ Centrifugal Air Compressor     ၄-၃၆ Centrifugal Air Compressor 

Motor Sizes: 400-800 HP  
(300-600 kW) 

Motor Sizes: 800-1750 HP  
(600-1300 kW) 

Discharge Pressure 
Ranges: 

50-150 psig  
(3.5-10 barg) 

Discharge 
Pressure Ranges: 

50-150 psig  
(3.5-10 barg) 

Flow Ranges: 2000-4000 CFM  
(3400-6800 m3/hr) 

Flow Ranges: 4000-8000 CFM  
(6800-13,600 m3/hr) 
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    ၄-၃  ‘      Z   ’  -stage oil-free centrifugal air compressor 400 to 800 kW 

 
    ၄-၃၈ ‘      Z   ’    -free rotary screw air compressor 160 kW 

 
-End- 

 


